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BACK TO THE BATTLEGROUND

RESPITE

As the congress season ap-

At the end of this month a
team consisting of Rose and
Gardener, L. Tarlo and Franklin
'
Reese and Schapiro, with G.
Butler as captain, will be entertained by the Italians in a Congress at St.. Vincent casino, near
Turin. We shall play. in .pairs and
in a challenge match against the
formidable quartet of Forquet
and Siniscalco, Belladonna and
Avarelli, the play being shown on
Bridgerama. .

~roaches, . I commend to organ-

Isers an Idea that was tried at
Deanville this year. This was to
put all the names in a hat and
draw for a multiple team-of-four
event. On the third or fourth day
that should prove a pleasant
diversion. Apart from: .the possibility of being drawn in partnership with the local champion,
many couples who play throughout in open pairs would probably
welcome a change.
ADDRESS YOUR VERSES

NO SHORT PRICE

The monthly Bulletin of the
A.C.B.L., edited by Richard
Frey, is now available to overseas
subscribers. It is remarkable
value for two dollars a year.
Please send not to us but to
A.C.B.L., . 33 , West 60th Street,
New York 23.
Apart from news and hands
from American tournaments, the
Bulletin has a regular double page
of the most excruciating limericks.

Entries for the big events at
home reveal few changes in the ·
leading teams. . The Gold Cup
holders will have Rod,rigue in
~ace of Dodds, so the team will
L. Tarlo and Franklin,. Reese
a.nd Schapiro, Konstam and Rodrt~ue. Dodds, who remarked on
h1s w'thd
' he wanted to
1
rawal that
pia• Y In
· a team not expected to
?as (inconsistently?) joined
JP Wit~ Pavlides, Mrs. Markus,
· . Tarlo and Wolach.
Last
Year's runners-up In
.
the final
· Gray
S~m
. ' Fl'mt, the. Sharples , Preston ,'
er, fight again. Gardener,
Rose' N unes and Rockfelt are
f orr f'
'
Sw· 1 Ied by Dormer and
Jnnerton-Dyer.

:m,

BETTER BUY THE RING

"It might not be a bad idea for
him (J. Collings) to team up with
Flint. If they could fit in nicely,
there's a partnership which could
endure for a generation."-N.
Squire in Soutlz African Bridge.
5
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The BRITISH BRIDGE WORLD has, we hope, provided you with
both pleasure and instruction during its fourth year of publication.
Next year, will you share this pleasure· with a friend? 1

For a friend overseas-for the partner who let you down-for the
player who wants to improve and the player who thinks he can't
improve-a year's subscription is the perfect gift.
The cost is only 30/- (if the recipient is an E.B.U. member, 20/-):
On receipt of your o~der, the publishers. will at once send a card
announcing your gift.
·
To the publishers of the British Bridge World, Hugh Quekett Ltd.,
35 Dover Str~et, London, W. i :1 wish to make a gift of a year's subscription to each of the persons
nanied below. I enclose 30/- in respect of each name, and note that
you will send ·a card announcing the gift on my behalf.
Name ............................................................................................................................................................
Address .......................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................... \............................
Name ............................................................................................................................................................
' Address

···························t······················································································································""
......................................................................................................................................................

Donor's Name..........................:.........................................................................................................
Address .......................................................................................................................................................
_,.

...........................................................:..........................................................................................
Cl!ristmas comes Twelve Times eaclz year to tlze
fnend wlzo lzas the British Bridge World as Your Gift!
6
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· ton don ·and the· South
by JEREMY FLINT

The scene of the first main the Two Heart call shows excelevent of the 1960/61 season was lent appreciation of the fact that~
the National Liberal Club where as East is marked with some
amidst
surroundings
· more values, his disinclination to enter
gracious and comfortable than
South dealer
are usually the lot of the tournaNorth-South vulnerable
ment bridge player, 22 pairs
NORTH
began the long battle of the
• 10 9 3
Camrose Trials. Owing to a
.\? 5
clash of dates the ·first 63 boards
OK9862
,had to be compressed into one
+A S 74
long day, instead of the usual , WEST
EAST
two. · The method of scoring
.• K8654
adopted was the French method \? AQ72
\? KJ93
whereby each pair's score is 0 Q J 5 4,3
0 10 7
match pointed with each .other • J9 3
• 62
pair on a team-of-four basis.
SOUTH
Whether it is a defect in the
• QJ72
method or a sign of human
\? 10 8 6 4
fallibility, it is my sad duty to
OA
report that a new record for slow
K Q 10 5
scoring was set when the scores
SOUTH
WEST NORTH EAST
Were still not available nearly
BarSilver- Swintwo days after play ceased!
stone nerton Hiron bour
The field was a blend of experiDyer
No
ence and new talent, but it was
2+
10
3H
one of the older horses who
3+
2\?
No
s~owed good judgment in .this
No
No
No trtcky bidding situation:
the bidding is a sure sign that he
(See next column)
lacks diamond support; and as
When Two Clubs comes round clubs have been bid and supto hi m, W est realises that his side ported he must have at most
h at
has the values to compete, but doubleton. Thus West's ear

+A

+

1+

7 .

,

call is· more than likely to find .
him at home.
-In the play the defence was less
than electric and SwinnertonDyer emerged with nine tricks
and a very good score. It is perhaps worth noting · that when
South gets in on the second round
of clubs he must start attacking
trumps and continue when in with
the Ace of diamonds. North
allows South to trump the second
round of diamonds and play yet
another trump. West will make
only seven .tricks unless he has
carefully played 0 7 from dummy
at trick four, n<?t 0 I 0.

With another 100 boards to
play at Leicester the leaders after
.
. . this stage were:

gargantuan snorts of British Railways' biggest and fiercest monsters, the change ~as a welcome
one.
At the dinner interval all the
fancied ·teams were there with .·a
chance, the leaders being:~· . Schapiro 46

.

J. Collings 46
M. Harrison-Gray 38
Mrs. Forbes 36
The final result was a photofinish between Mrs. Forbes and
·B. Schapiro, the former winning
on a split tie. ·
Mrs. P. Forbes, K. Konstarn,
S. Lee, S. Booker 61.
B. Schapiro, M. Wolach, J.
Nunes, M. Rockfelt 61.
A. Jeffery, J. Langiest, A.
Dormer, P. Swinnerton-Dyer 56.

North and Albuquerq~e + 436
Myers and Myers
+ 285
Silverstone arid Hiron
+274
Bro~k and Higson
+230
Swinnerton-Dyer and
Barbour
+223
' Burrows and Jones
+162

As Geoffrey Butler pointed out,
Konstam is rapidly earning
the sou briquet of "The Invincible
Man".
K~

Albert Dormer, having enjoyed
little in the way of success thus
far, dealt this hand as West at
game all:xxxx

When the trial is completed the
four leading pairs will be invited
to represent England in the Camrose Cup. ·

+

~

FOX-SHAMMON TROPHY

!~

+Jxx

For the Fox-Sha~mon trophy
the scene shift's to the quieter st"de
ohf the Charing Cross Hotel. For
t ose of us who played a Gold
- Cup final punctuated by the

9

X

He opened the bidding with a
somewhat aggressive bid of One
Heart and the auction cantered on
as follows:8

Crawford (dummy) and Stone in play against De/mouly ani Bourclztoff at Turin.

WEST
Dormer
1<y>
3.
?

EAST
Swinnerton-Dyer
2.
5.

a wonderful contract, for East
held:____:
• AKQx~
<y> J 10 X
0 KQJx

p· Dormer correctly interpreted ~
IVe Spades to mean that East
h.ad no first round control in
either minor but had second
round control in both. As East
had forced and gone to the Five
level with no Ace outside the
t rump · h
SUit e must be strong and
Dormer hid
· a confident ' Six
SPades E 11
· .and
· xce ent reasomng
9

·

~ .X

I have been on the look-out for
any pairs experimenting with the
Neapolitan One Club (now sanetioned by the E.B.U.) but as far
as I could detect, the methods
used by the players remain stolidly
conservative. Perhaps I sha11
have more exciting n!!WS nex t
mont h.

•

•

t

•

'·

•·

The .: ,Proper ; ·AtmOsphere
for Bridge
by VENT AXIA·
No one wou~d use cards s~ defaced that it was impossible to
see the difference between •K and .Q, but many play in
an atmosphere where it becomes quite impossible to reme1izber
which cards have
been played..
'
Stale smoke-laden air is ruinous to concentration and. blunts
the abilities of even the best players. Of course fusty air is
all too apparent to some people; but it builds up gradually
and can remaiil unnoticed by others,. who simply accept their
tiredness without discovering its cause. Thus _it may be l~ft
to newcomers to comment on "Bridge Room atmosphere",
and wish to open windows in spite of dust and noise from
outside.
Why put ,up with poor ventilation when you can sq easily
fit Vent-Axia-it is quietl' effective and economical in operation
and creates a better atmosphere wherever it is installed. You
may have seen Vent-Axia units in a wide variety of public
buildings, or even have one in your kitchen at home. It is,
however, particularly suited to the Bridge Room where
proper ventilation is an essential condition for successful play.

Consult your
electrical supplier or

VENT-AXIA LTD.,
60, Rochester Row, London, S.W.l.

Also at Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Bristol.

10
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WOrld Olympiad Final
5. Britain v. U.S.A. S/2
. by HAROLD FRANKLIN

Round 5
Great Britain drew with

second a part-score swing due to
some over-energetic competitive
bidding by Ogust. Flint and
u.s.A. S/2, 69-65.
· Swimer were also promillent in
When the last round matches
the next one:
began Gt. Britain and France were
level on victory points but the South dealer
British quotient was substantially Game all
+K 6
better. France had to meet an
~A Q 10 3
out-of-form Italian ·.team . who,
0 10 53
none the less, were likely to offer
8 6 54
sterner opposition than Britain's
A
Q
10
9
87
J42
American opponents, and .it
~J87
~K 952
seemed that we had to do no
O QJ964
more than win to be assured of the 0Q J 10 9
2
.
title. Reese and Schapiro, who
•
53
fa~ed Mathe and Allinger, and
~ 6 4
Flint and Swimer, against Ogust
OAK872
and Schenken, played the morning
+A
K 73
session in a most convincing
With Ree~eandSchapiro Northmanner. After ten boards they had
South the bidding was:
· . scored 24 points against their
SouTH WEsT
NoRTH EAsT
· 0PP~nents' 1 and they ended the
10
1NT
~SSIOn with a lead of 25 .. The
No
No
rench also were leading, but not
so handsomely ·and. the British
No
.
A club lead was won by the
advantage had increased.
King
and Schapiro switched to the ·
!he British team gained one
three
of spades. The declarer
~otnt on board 1, lost it on board
played
low and Reese won with
' shared board 3 and then had
the
King
and switched to the
successive gains of 5 3 7 7 6 5
The
fi
'
'
'
'
'
·
bid rst ~as a close game, well Queen of hearts. Thus the deferice
by Fhnt and Swimer and the were able to make two hearts and

+

+

+

I+
3+ 3+ .

'

11

.

+

+

2+

r

•t • ...

Ogust was once again out of
luck on the next board:

Repeated for conrenience

+

K6
r;:J A Q 10 3
0 10 53
8 6 54

+

+ A Q 10 9 8 7

+J42

r;:) J87

r;:) K95 .2

0-

OQJ964
2

+ Q J 10 9

West dealer
Love all

+

KQ5
• J84
YJ Q J 9
YJA762
0 K Q 10 9 8 6·2 0 A5
+AQJ5

·-.'

'

+

Both pairs reached a reasonable
contract of Six diamonds. Flint
and Swimer 10-lYJ-30-60
and Mathe and Allinger:

• 53
r;:) 6.4
0 AK872
+ AK73

a second club to defeat the contract by one trick. -

WEST

EAST

10
20
4YJ
60

2.

1YJ

4NT

It is perhaps strange that both
At the other table the first five
bids were the same, but over responders should have decided
South's bid of Three Clubs, West, on One heart, for there are many
Swimer, bid Three hearts. North, arguments against this bid.
Ogust, doubled and passed when Mathe certainly did not find the
Swimer rescued himself to Three subsequent auction free from emspades, but this time South barrassment, but as partner had
doubled. North led a diamond so much in hand all was well.
and the declarer ruffed and led the There is a ,good deal to be said in
nine of clubs. South won and favour of a force . on a hand with
switche~ to a spade, but Swimer so many controls, and if one ·
went up with the Ace and played a decides to force it is perhaps
second club and was in time to better to do so in the club suit,
limit his heart losers to one. A where more strength is held.
heart switch by South was the one
North, on lead, held:
certain defence-Schenken might
+A 10 6 2
have found the clue in the lead of
YJ 53
the nine of clubs had he drawn
. 0 J43
the fair_conclusipn that his part~
+K863
ner's failure to cover stemmed
Reese ied a small -diamond, and
from an inability to do so.
. when the declarer forced out
12

spade Ace at·trick ·2, he continued
with another diamond and the
contract failed when the heart
finesse was wrong. Ogust opened
the Ace of spades and switched to
a club and the free finesse gave the
declarer two heart discards for his
contract. Ogust presumably hoped
that the declarer, with a singleton
club, might at this early stage
decline the fines~e.
It was difficult to. determine
who was defending on the next
hand:
North d~aler
East-West vul.nerable
NORTH

.Q
y> A K J 10 9 8 3

0 765
+A3
WEST

EAST

• 10 9 8 2
\!)7
0. K 10 8 2
• J 10 52

. A .KJ653
<y)2 I
OAJ943
+6

SOUTH

· ·74
<y)Q654
OQ
·~Q9874

Reese opened Two hearts with
the North hand and East, Mathe,
bid Four Spades. When Schapiro
raised to Five Hearts, Allinger
could presumably see little defence
against a slam and was presumably prepared to reconsider if and

when opponents bid Six. He was
saved the trouble and Reese was
in a comfortabl~ contract.
At the other table Ogust opened
Four Hearts and Flint overcalled
wi~h Four Spades. This time it
was South, Schenken, who decided
that his side could have no defence
and he attempted to confuse the
issue with a bid of Four No
Trumps. West bid Five Spades,
and after two passes South pressed
on with Five No Trumps removed
to Six Hearts by his partner and
doubled for one down, an optimum result.
Those who declaim against
. J x x x as an opening lead would
. have rejoiced at the last hand of
this calamitous (from the American viewpoint) sequence. Against
One No Trump, the contract in
both rooms, a lead from J_9 X X
was into A K Q 10 x and gave
eight tricks. At the other table
a different lead held the declarer
to four tricks and gave Gt.
Britain a further 5 I.M.P.
The fact that the lead was
increased by only one point in the
next ten boards did nothing to
dispel the mood of optimism wit~
which the British party faced their
lunch. In the afternoon session
the Americans remained unchanged and Rose and .Gardener
replaced Flint and Sw1mer and
were opposed to Mathe a~d
Allinger. Once again Britain be13

, .THE AMERICAN

BRIDGE WORLD

~ntered the bidding. and that was
a vulnerable game swing.
On the next board ·Schapiro
picked the right moment for a
slightly unorthodo~ pre-emptive
opening.
South dealer
Game all
NoRTH

Subscriptions .

• J 7 52
<v 9 8 5.
0 Q 10
K J 10 7

for One Year • £2 6 0
Two Years • • £3 IS 0

+
-

WEST

EAST

Sole Agent in Great Britain:

• Q 10 8 6

.A93
<v K 10 6 4
OA2
+A964 _

Mrs. RiD Markus
5 Basil Mansions, Basil Street, S.W .3

<vJ732

03

+ Q 8 53
SOUTH

· ·K4
<vAQ
gan splendidly, following a shared
0 :K 19 8 7 6 54.
board with swings of 5, 6 and 4. ·
+3
The first was when - Rose a·n d
As de~ler, he opened Four
Gardner bid ga~e. on the follow. ing.
diamonds and East could not do
less than double when this was
+As
.KQ4
passed round to him. Even a
\? Q 10
\/1932
trump lead and continuation
0 73
0 K9 8
would not have defeated the
+QJ97542
+A86
contract. A spade lead and an
Rose opened · the East hand immediate heart switch resolved
One No Trump and -Gardener the declarer's problem at a very
made a good raise to Three No early stage.
Trumps. South led a small spade,
This time the pendulum began
t and sip.ce he also held the \? AK
to swing very early in ·the session.
no harm was done when a club Mathe and Allinger set it in
finesse lost to his singleton King. motion with a thin but good game,
At the other table East played in and after tw~ more small losses
!hree Clubs after South had Reese and Schapiro helped
.I

14

returned the I 0. Reese thou~t
that card surely betokened the
I 0 8, and since he placed his
partner with ten~aces in the minor
suits he overtook in order to lead
09. Meanwhile; East's \/8 had
been established for a diamond
discard .

swing.
Ellst dealer

Love all

NoRTH

+A42

\1 KJ 7

0 9864
• 8 74
W6T.

+KQ965
\? 9 2
0 A72
.AJ9

.8

EAST
• J 10 7 3

\1 Q 8 4

0

QJ 5
• Q 102

On the next board Rose w~s
responsible. for the downward
trend.
··
South dealer
North-South vulnerable

NORTH

SOUTH.

\1 A 10 6 53

0

K ' 10 3
+K65 3

~hen Gardener opened O~e
spade with the West hand Rose's
response of One No Trump was
sound enough. · The opponents
attacked ~earts, it was no easy
problem to find the discards and
the declarer w~nt one down. At
the other table Schapiro opened
One Heart on the South hand
Ogust doubled and Reese raised
t0
.
T~o Hearts. Perhaps Ogust
was JUst value for his bid of Two
~pades, but he found his partner
10 aggressive mood and was
promptly raised to gam~.
Schapiro opened his singleton

~ade and when he won with the

h ce Reese returned the Jack of
Qearts. This was covered by the
ueen and Ace. Schapiro now

• Q4

\11

0 Q J 10 3 2
+ KJ643
EAST
WEST
• K 73
A6 5
\1 Q 10 7 6 53 \19 8
OAK7
0 964
+ Q ~9 8 7 5

+

+A

SOUTH
• J 10 9 8 2

\/AK42

0

85

+ 102
NORTH EAST
SOUTH WEST
Gardener
Mathe Rose
Allinger
20 3+
1\/
No
3NT
No
3\/
No
No
No
No
Dbl.
A bid ofTwo No Trumps on the
first round by East would have
solved all problems. Against
Three No Trumps a diamond was
led. Rose ducked the first round

\

_

. .
~d won the continuation. There

Hearts and when t~s was passed
round to ·Allinge!" he bid Four .
Spades, the final contract. ·

was no ground for playing · the
Queen when South played low on
the first heart, so the contract
failed by three tricks. At the
other table West opened Two
Hearts (weak) and was· undisturbed.

Schapiro· opened Two Clubs
Reese responded Two Diamonds'
and East . bid Four Hearts.
Schapiro bid Five Hearts and
Reese bid Five No Trumps, not
being prepared to introduce spades
on 10 x x. Schapiro bid Six Diamonds and East, hopeful of his
clubs, doubled-and found his
partner with his side's only trick.
This welcome seven points meant
that the British still led by 13
I.M.P. and though the French had
improved their position we still
had a quotient ·advantage, although one which probably
seemed less substantial to the
players than to the spectators.

The points continued to slip
away, errors in dummy play still
contributing, and ,our lead might
have quite disappeared had we
beeri on the wrong side of this
next hand: ·
South dealer
Game all
NoRTH

• 10 7 5

..

'\)82 "

0

+

10"7 6 5
97 64

WEST

EAST

•

• 8
'\) AKQ974
0 Q3
K J 10 2

QJ3
'\) J 10 6 5 3
0 84
- .• 853

·'

·W ith at least two battle-weary
pairs the captain had to make his
choice for the final spell. The
unenviable task of trying to add
to our slender lead was entrusted
io Reese and Schapiro, Flint and
Swimer, and t4e story of the last
stretch is probably too well
known to our readers to need
over-elaboration. Certainly Flint
and Swimer, who, it must be said,
were comparatively fresh, did all
and more than could have been
asked of them. Equally certainly
Schapiro, who had shown signs of .
weariness in the last few sessions,
confirmed those signs af

+

SOUTH

+AK9642

y>OAKJ92

+AQ
The course of events might have
influenced the action of South at
both tables. Allinger opened Two
Spades and Mathe responded
Two No Trumps. East bid Three
Hearts and South (Allinger) Four
Diamonds. West raised to Four
16

stage. It would be a
mistake however to allow a natural
sense of disappointment to detract
from the magnificence of his
performance, and that of the
whole team, over what must have
been the most exacting tournament the game has known.

and the defence will then be able
to play a second club after
winning the King of spades and so
destroy his communications.
South won the second spade
and returned a spade. Schenken
drew the last trump, crossed with
the King of diamonds to cash his
second heart trick, and ruffed a
heart. North had ·discarded two
hearts on the third and fourth

The story of the final match was
not just one of British errors: they
were matched against a team of
American masters who, after a ·
shaky start, got progressively West dealer
better and who, in the view of this North-South game
NORTH
reporter, included the two most
• 54
impressive U.S.A. players at
<V8762
Turin, Mathe and Schenken, both
0 10 9 7 3
playing in top form.
J9 6
· As for example;
EAST
WEST
Q l9 3 2
(See diagram oppcsite)
+A 10
<V9
<VAKJ4
With the help of b.)th red
0 64
finesses the declarer can of course 0 AKJ8
+A
K 103 2
park his three losing clubs, but • 8 7 4
SoUTH
Schenken did not have it so easy.
K 876
The opening lead was the ten of
<V
Q
10 53
hearts, and no good declarer
0
Q52
.
woul~ jeopardize his contract at
+Q5
trick 1 when there were other

+

+

1

WEST
EAST
chances. Schenken therefore won
2NT
3+
with ·the Ace arid ·continued with
3<V
3.
the Ace of spades ~nd the ten of
4+
6+
.spades, covered with the Jack.
The finesse is rejected and the ten
covered with the Jack for the . rounds of trumps and the third _
same reason: if the dummy holds heart squeezed him in clubs and
the. two spade tricks declarer must diamonds, so when OJ was
enter his hand with a club to finessed the remaining clubs went
force out the remaining trumps away on OA and 08.

17

South spade contract. Whe.re did
the fault lie? Ought Schapiro to
have refused to defend with his
hand and tried Four Spades?
Ought Reese to have himself bid
Four Spades over Four Hearts? ·
Both were clearly misled by
Ogust's well-timed psychic bid
and both seemed to have overlooked one important point:
since the Two No Trump bid was
forcing it was the more capable of
being psychic, and West's subsequent bid of Four Hearts suggested that it might be so. Of
course, Reese and Schapiro are
not used to playing against Two
No Trumps forcing, so were less
prepared for the psyche.

The new, true classic of bri:lge
(Guy Ramsey in the Daily Telerraph)

THE

EXPERT GAM!:
by Terence Reese
12s. 6d.

Edward Arnold Ltd.

And one more airing for the
most discussed hand of the final
session. ·
East dealer
East-West game
NORTH

+A87652
(\}973
0 A 8 64

+-

-·WEST

In the result we were slightly·
fortunate to escape with a winning
draw and owed a good deal to
Flint and Swimer for having done
so. ·The French, however, piled ·
on so many points against a
dispirited Italian team that even a ,
narrow victory ·":'ould not have
done the trick for Great Britain.

EAST

(\)AQJ54
0 K9 7 3 2
+Q84

• J 10 4
(\) K 10 8 6 2

0 QJ 5
+AJ

SOUTH

+_
KQ93
..

·(\}

- .,

- 0 10

+ K 10 9 7 6 53 2

SOUTH

WEST NORTH EAST

Schapiro Ogust Reese
2NT No
4(\)
Dbl.
No

Schenken
1~
3NT
No

On a spade lead one overtrick
was made when all thirteen tricks
might have been made in a North-

The first Olympiad went to
. France therefore and worthily.
'
. be
' one , winnerThere can
only
and this was one of the many times
when one would have wished it
were otherwise, for though the
final glory escaped 'them no team
had a better record than the
British, who lost only once in 'the
whole fortnight's play.
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High in Quality, so Dry in flavour.

The outstanding Gin in the cool, clear bottle.
From the Ho~se of Booth's distillers of /inest_gin f~r over 200 years.
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INSTEAD OF
A HEARING .·AID
I

.

Years ago, Dentists perfected
a happy way of replacing
teeth and now, most of us can
enjoy good food and a pleasant smile. Then, Opticians
made pleasing spectacles and
to-day we enjoy good vision
and good looks as well. Now,
the Ardente Laboratories
have perfected a tiny Hearing
Corrector so that everyone
can enjoy good hearing with-'
out having to wear an obvious

Hearing Aid.
At last, people of all ages
and different degrees of hearing loss, can hear well at
home, at work and on all
important occasions without feeling forever conscious

of wearing a Hearing Aid. It's
a dream come true.
In order to introduce this
new hearing method as
quickly as possible to as
many people as possible,
Ardente Laboratories will be
very happy to loan anyone a
Corrector for a 'few days to
try lei.s urely at home or at
work in all kinds of everyday situations. You are invi ted to try a Corrector
thoroughly and see what
a difference it· makes to
life.
For detailed information,
please complete and return
the following request
voucher.
·

~--------~. ---------~,

I

·I
J

J

I
II
I

I

To: PERSONAL RELATIONS ADVISER,

I

·

Ardente Hearing Servicer 100, Wigmore Street, ·
.

.,

LONDON, W.l. Tel: WELbeck 6512.

1.would llke to accept the Ardente invitation to borrow a
tmy C?rrector for a few days to use at home and see how
mthuc h It improves my bearing. Please send details about
e 0 arrector and the invitation to·

.-

I

I
1
I

NAME ..................................................................................................................................................- .. -

I

ADDRESS .. - .........................................................................- .......... _"'"':"''"""''"""'"""'"""'-

I

I .:......- ..............--....................................................- ........_

-----------

.

-

.

I

---- ·---.. . . . -.. .~.~-;~;~~- _j

--------------20
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Ubert Phillips BOwl · Final
.

by HAROLD FRANKLIN

A colourfully peopled final in
which Mrs. P. Forbes, K. Konstam, Dr. S. Lee and B. Schapiro
were opposed to Mrs. R. Markus,
L. Dodds, H. Lever, C. Rodrigue
and M. Wolach, produced thrills ·
but not a consistent level ·of play.
Mrs. Markus's team took a lead
of 1,500 points in the first five
boards, lost it in. the next ten,
suffered further early and heavy
reverses and, dispirited, were finally submerged by the massive
total of 6,000 aggregate points.
There were sigt).S of unstability
even in their moments of success.
North dealer
North-South game
NORTH

• 19642
\/ A K 10 7 53

0•

QJ

WESt

·.A

EAST

+K

8 53
(.? Q82
0 K 10 3
• 109 4

~

0
•

9 64
A8752
A8 63

SOUTH

• Q 107
\/J

0 QJ964
•

K 7 52
21

Mrs. Markus opened Four
Hearts on the North hand and
scored up a vulnerable game after
a helpful trump lead. In the
other room the· auction was more
startling.
SOUTH

WEST NORTH

EAST

Schapiro Rod- Mrs. Wolac/z
rigue Forbes
No
1\?
1 NT
No
2NT
2\?
Dbl.
No
No
No
East's second round entry into
the bidding has the appearance of
match-points gone mad. North's
pass of the double was not an
easy one: partner was marked
with a single heart .and No~th's
trick-taking potential was therefore negligible. East, however,
was likely to remove the double
and give North further time for
reflection. As· it turned out, East
decided to see it through and
both he and North could be
contented with the result.
South held the first trick with
the Jack of Hearts and switched
to a spade. _The declarer won an?
led a diamond and South spht
his honours. Dummy's King
won and North discarded a
heart. The Ace and another club
gave North an unexpected entry,

but after she had made her
hearts and put dummy back wit11
a spade, South was put on play
with the King of Clubs and had
to lead away from the Queen of
Diamonds to give the declarer the
· last two tricks for 300 down. The
result would have been the same
had North kept her sixth heart,
for South would then have been
squeezed out of a trick in the
minors, instead of being endplayed.
The tide soon turned and the
winners were handsomely repaid
for showing the greater restraint
on this deal:South dealer
Game all

· - Sout11 ai-o opened in the other
room but this time 'Ve t~ Rodrigue, was Ie-~ restrained and
1<Irs. Forbe~ lmd an appetising
double. Dr. Lee (South) took the
inspired view tlmt on hi poor
hand any further bid n1ight prove
costly if he were unable to find a
fit~ n1ore costly than permitting
opponents to n1ake Two Club'
doubled. Even tltough tlte d~
fence slipped a trick~ hi judgment
was rewarded with 500 points.
Rodrigue n1issed a chance to
sten1 the tide on the next hand:
North dealer
· North-South game
NORTH

NORTH

•

•

\?A K 6
0 AQ42

10

\? Q 7 4
0 AJ9 3

+ K 73

+ KJ962
WEST

WEST

EAST

+

•

10 4 2

763
KJ 8 4
\?A J 6
\? 8 52
0 5
0 K 10 7 4
' + A107543 • Q8
Sourn
AQ952
\? K 10 9 3
0 Q 8 62

EAST

+ KJ876

•

95

\?
0

72
KJ 10
A96542

+

\?

0
•

9 53
5
Q J 10 8

SOUTH

+ AQ3

+

\? QJ1084

·-

·-

0

98763

With East West silent Dodds
and Rodrigue bid :

When South opened One Spade
Schapiro very properly passed the
West hand and North-South continued 2+ -2\?-3NT-No Bid
·
and were two down.

SOUTH

NORTH

10
3\?

No
22

_...... ......... abandoned·· the safer any of their opposite numbers
for the possible advantage of and. ~rs. Forbes, after a shaky
protecting against a spade lead. begmnmg, made a brave show in
When West led the 9 of spades and such distinguished company, even
East played the 8 it became clear though· she failed to win comthat this was an unnecessary pre- mendation from Schapiro when
caution. Rodrigue won with the she removed his double of Four
Queen, drew trumps and led the Diamonds whereof he held K Q J
9 of diamonds to the Queen: he 10 9, together with other goodies!
continued with the Ace, on which
he dropped the 8, and the stage
was now set. A second spade to
PLAY WITH THE MASTERS
re.move West's exit followed by
Weybridge, Oct. 29-30
the 2 of diamonds to the 7 and
Very . few of the leading London
West, on play, would be reduced
to clubs, with dummy's 4 of players have had a chance to play
diamonds providing the vital re- in a pairs event with scoring based
entry. Rodrigue played the dia- on the I.M.P. table. Many of them
monds correctly, but forgot to will have their first taste of this at
remove West's second spade, and the Heath Bri~ge Club, adjoining
Weybridge Station, on Saturday, Octthe opporturiity went begging.
I

'

In the other room Nbrth openedOne Diamond and East made a
dubious overcall of Orie Sp-ade.
South jumped to Five Diamonds
and though West's double seemed
an excellent one, twelve tricks
were made without difficulty.
There . was no further spark
from the losers. They suffered
heavily on slam hands and would
have saved · several thousand
points in this department had
their judgment and at times
their luck, been bet;er. On th~
day, however, they were clearly
out-gunned: Schapiro, Konstam
and Lee .were in better form than

ober 29th. Alan Truscott is organising
a special event to mark expansion of
the Club, where he will be resident,
and the scoring will be on Jines already
tried successfully by the B.B.L.: th.e
top and bottom scores are (temporarily) ignored, and the remainder
averaged to provide a ba.se against which
all pairs get an :i.M.P. score. This has
some advantages over the better known
French method. Among the probable
starters are Beale, Clark, Collings,
Flint Harrison-Gray, Juan; LeaderWilli~ms, Mrs. Markus, Priday,
Rimington, Rodrigue , R. Sharples,
J. Sharples and Truscott. All are
welcome, either as spectators or as
players in a free-for-all pairs on the

following day.
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Let.ter from PariS
by JEAN BESSE

SouTH

The French mood, today, is
very much upset by the results of
the recent Olympics in Rome. It
is hard to accept that France
didn't win one single gold medal.
The earlier . victory across. the
green baize is accepted as small
consolation . .
The following deal is quite
. characteristic of the French form
, in the finals of the Olympiads
(at bridge, I mean) :-

Delmouly

(c) Any adverse bid will now ·
be castigated.

+A 1.4 2
<y> 10 7 3
0 K 76
103

The opening lead of the Ace of
clubs was fortunate and the
defence was flawless.
North followed with +10,
covered by +Q and K. South
switched to a small trump. West,
declarer, cashed <y>K and returned
CV J to South's Ace. South then
played +J. For fear of an
overruff West refused to ruff,
discarding a diamond. This was
a mistake as West otherwise
could have managed a trick in
spades.
West discarded a spade
South's continuation.of the r_ ...... " ·.~
club, which North ruffed,
with a small diamond.

+A

EAST

• 876

. \? 8 5
0 .9532 -

+94

2+
No

(b) A very good and sound
hand ; West is trapped regardles~.

NORTH

\? .KQJ96
0 AJ 8

EAST

the A col "weakened" weak N-T,
and their results almost convince
me of the effectiveness of that
weapon. Observe that South's
hand hardly qualifies for an
opening bid by usual standards.

South dealer
East-West vulnerable

+ K 109

NORTH

Rubin Bourchtoff Jacoby

INT (a) Dbl. (b) Redbl.
Dbl.
2<y> (c) dbl.
No
No

• France v. U.S.A. (Stayman)

WEST

WEST

+Q 875

SOUTH

• Q5 3

.\?A 4 2

0 Q 10 4
+KJ62
The bidding with France NorthSouth:
See next column . .

(a) This French pair adopt.ed
24

~

West' took South's OQ, and
~ his high trumps, attempting
ati end-play. Bourchtoff and
Delmouly d~scarded correctly,
however, and declarer could make
no move than four trumps and his
¢A, for an 800 penalty. A rather
heavy tribute to the "weakened
-weak-N-T".

·.
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, S. A. BRIDGE
The National Magazine
of South Africa
Subscription £1.0.0 per year
Sole Agent .i n Great Britain
NORMAN SQUIRE
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.
N.W.S

DEAUVILLE

In the recent tournament at
Deauville the following deal presented an unexpected situation~
NoRTH
·
• 95
\[)A 10 4 2

spade, drew one round of trumps
with \[)K, and led a club to
dummy's Knave and East's Queen.
East exited with 0 K, forcing
dummy. _
The +K was covered by the
Ace and ruffed in hand.
This was now the position:
NORTH

02

+ K J 10 ~ 6 4
WF1iT

EAST

.A76432

10 8
\[)J873
0 A K Q 10
+AQ .7

<y)5
0 9 54

• 8 52

·-

•

SOUTH

\[)A 10

0-

+ 10 9 6 4

• 7643

+KQJ
\[) KQ _9 6

(()i87
0 A 10

\[)-

.8.
05

019863

+3

East havin·g opened One Diamond, South, Mr. Fonsegrive
reached Three Hearts, which East
neither contested nor doubled,
although West had mentioned his
spades.
.
East took the .09 opening lead
with his OQ and switched to +8.
West cashed +A ·and returned
a small spade.
Declarer cashed the second

·EAST

' WEST

+7

SouTH

+K

\[) Q 9

0 J98

+-

.

If the trumps were divided, the
dummy would be high. So~th
therefore laid down \[)Q, mtending if both followed to continue with \[)9 to dummy's Ace.
But when West discarded a
25

.

Thus Mr. Fonsegrive made his ·
spade it became apP.arent that t?is
ninth
trick by ruffing a diamond
. line was doomed. Mr. Fonsegnve
with
dummy's
CV'IO. ·
· had the inspiration to recover at
the last second. He called for
Metropolitan Cup
dummy's ~A, OVERTAKING.
Final
Round
HIS OWN QUEEN and estab1st Teams 1. London 4 V.P.
lishing East's Knave! 2. Middlesex 2 V.P.
This was the winning move.
3. Sussex 0 V.P.
Dummy cashed the +IO for a London beat Middlesex by 17 and Sussex
diamond discard, and pushed by47.
Middlesex
beat
Sussex
by
25.
another high club through East,
2nd Teams 1. London 3 V.P.
who couldn't do better than ruff
2. Surrey 2V.P.
with ~8. South overruffed. and
3. Herts 1 V.P.
played 'the +K, discarding a club London beat Surrey by 12 and drew
from dummy. East couldn't ruff with Herts (-8)
Surrey beat Herts by 27.
lest dummy be high.

One ;Hundred Up
Conducteq, by ALAN TRUSCOTT

October Competition
A panel of experts will answer the questions and the marking of the
competition will be determined by, though not necessarily in strict
proportion to, the votes of the panel.
The following prizes are offered for the best sets of answers:FIRST PRIZE
Two Guineas.
SECOND AND TIDRD ~RIZES
One Guinea.
Please.read these rules carefully. No competitor may send in more
_than one entry. Only annual subscribers to the B.B.W. are eligible
for prizes.

Answers should be sent to One Hundred Up, British Bridge World,
35 Dover Street, London;· W.l, to arrive not later than first post OD
November 1. Some latitude will be given to overseas competitors.
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Problem 1 (10 points)
. ·
J.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding.
hasgone:NoRm ' EAST
SoUTH
WEST
No
2+
No
Jr::}
No
?
South holds:•174 <y>AQJ62 . OQ3 +KJ7
What should South bid?

I+

Problem No. 2 (20 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:. SoUTH WEsT
NoRTH EAST
2~
· No
2NT
No
30
1 No
?
South holds:•J953 <y>Q6 OQ873 +A74
(a) Do you agree with South's original
2NT response? If not, what should he
have bid?
·(b) What should South bid now·? ·
Problem No. 3 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, Jove all, the
bidding has g~n~:So~
WEST
NoRm EAsT
1+
JO
2+
20
2+
No ?
·South holds:.1102 ~A109 01093 OKJ32
. What should South bid?

'

Problem No. 4 (10 points)

I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:Soum WEST
NoRTH EAsT
J+
No
?
South holds:•KQ <::7105 01084 +KQ1062
What should South bid?

Problem No. 5 (10 points)
'
Rubber bridge, love all, the' bidding
has gone:Sourn
WEST
NORTH EAST
1+
2<\/
Dbl.
30
No .
No
?
South holds:+J6 <\/AJ97 072 +A8753
What should South bid?
Problem No. 6 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, -game all, the bidding has gone:Sourn WEST NORTH EAST
J+
No
J0
No
J<y>
No
?
South holds:+53 <y>A72 OAQ983 +1064
(a) What should Squth bid now?
(b) What should South bid now if
North had rebid One Spade instead of
One Heart?
Problem No. 7 (10 pojnts)
I.M."J_>. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SoUTH
WEST NoRTH EAST
No
No
No
Dbl.
No

1•

?

South holds:•A54 <\/632 010762 +JHl7
What should South bid now?
Problem No. 8 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:NoRm EAST
WEST
SouTH
1<\/
2NT
No
No
1+
3<\1
No .
3+
No
3NT
No
No
No
No
No
South holds:.AJ2 <y>Ql062 0954 +842
What should South lead?

3.
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Below we reproduce the September problems
Problem No.1 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love aU, the bidding
has gone:Sourn
WEST
NORTH EAST
I+
No
2~
No
?
South holds:+1098642 ~Q OAKQ +AK8
What should South bid?

,Rubber bridge, love aU, the bidding
has gone:SOUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
No
I+
No
No
2~
No

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
·
has gone:SoUTH WEST
NoRTH EAST
3+
4~
No
?
South holds:+AKQJ6 \794 OAJ63 +82
What should South bid?

Problem No. 6 (10 points)

Problem No. 3 (20 points)

?
South holds:+AK8653 ~- 0K102 +K972
What should South bid?
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
.
has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
I\7
No
I+
Dbl.
3\7
No
No
Dbl.
No
?
South holds:+K63 ~94 0762 +Q9754
What should South bid?

I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
Problem No. 7 (20 points)
has gone:Match-point pairs, North-South vulSourn WEsT
NORTH EAST
nerable,
the bidding has gone:1\7
No
30
No
SoUTH
WEST
NoRTH EAST
3\7
No
40
No
?
I+
Dbl.
20
?
South holds:·~1087 \7AK10753 0 - +K73
South holds:(a) What should South bid?
+8753 ~KJ4 · 0742 +AQ5
' (b) What should South bid if North's
.(a) What should South bid?
(b)' What should South bid if the
rebid had been Four Clubs instead ' of
Four Diamonds?
_ opening had been One Heart instead
of One Spade? .
Problem No. 4 (10 points)
. Match-point pairs, love all, the bid- Problem No. 8 (10 points)
dmg has gone:I.M.~. scoring; love all, the bidding
Soin-H WEST
NORTH EAST
has gone:No
No
1~
No
SoUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
?
IO
South holds:No
I~
No
INT
No
No
+AQJ ~K83 019542 +86
No
3NT
What should South bid?
No
South holds:+I062 ~Q953 01074 +1054
Problem No. 5 (10 points)
What should South lead?
28

For working out puzzles,
Or keeping the score,
A VENUS writes clearer,
Writes smoother, writes ntore.

VENUS
the perfect pencil
There's a VENUS pencil for every person, every
need. The leads last longer, hold a finer point,
· don't smudge, flow smoothly without effort.
VEN:US DRAWING • DURATHIN • VENUS COPYING

THE VENUS PENCIL CO. LTD., LOWER CLAPTON RD.,
LONDON, E.S
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Seeing ' Stars

'II

'.

by G. C. H. FOX

' Should bidding misunderstandings occur between partners born
_ under the same star? There lrere
certainly quite a few in the Zodiac
pairs in which 28 couples competed
at the Mayfair Bridge Studio last
month.

tract, for it depends on dropping
the diamond Queen. But once
North announces one Ace it is
difficult to stay out of Seven.
G. C. H.' Fox and Mrs. Alder
(Capricorn), whose prediction
said: "You do unexpectedly well
to have a go" bid the grand slam.

Percy Charters provided competitors with resplendent badges
bearing the appropriate Zodiac West dealer
Love all .
sign. On the back were the latest
NORTH
birthday predictions taken from
• Q J 10 2
the morning papers.
<v AJ
S. W. Willink and Bernard
0 J5 3 .
.Cohen, representing Virgo, must
8 54 3
have felt comforted when they
WEST
EAST
read "Everything goes according
+K8765
• 943
to plan" and "Good prospects for
.
<v
10
9 54 3
<vKQ876
any activity needing skill and
0
Q6
0 10 8 4
luck." Their expectations were
+17
fulfilled: they won the North- ·
SOUTH
South side easily.
+A
Similarly, Mrs. Della-Porta and
<v2
Mrs. Edwards (Taurus) were adOAK972
, vised that "partnerships work
+A
K Q 10 6 2
smoothly" and this was borne out
when they won the East-West.
This was against Geoffrey Butler
Two consecutive boards ~on- and Mrs~ Curtis (Scorpio) who
tained a grand slam. This was the still finished runners-up on the
first:East-West side. Their recovery
from this blow justified the fore·
(See next column.)
cast: "A more fortunate period
Seven clubs is not a good con- than you think lies ahead."

+

+9

30

excellent contract and was bid
four times. One or two pairs
unwisely tried slams in no
trumps.

one:
South dealer
North-South vulnerable
NoRTH

.AJS 4
~AQ53

OAKJ
+AQ
WEST

+Q96532
~J62

0 65
.102

,._

EAST
• K 10 7
. \?K974
0 72

I

+19 64

SOUTH

~

10 .8

0 Q 10 9 8 4 3
+K8753
Here .Seven diamonds is an

Result:
North-South
S. W. Willink & B. Cohen
. (Virgo) 344
Mr & Mrs D. Luxton
(Cancer) 312 .
Mrs Alder & G. C. Jl. Fox
(Capricorn) 308
East-West
Mrs Della Porta & Mrs Edwards
.
(Taurus) 338
Mrs Curtis & Geoffrey Butler
(Scorpio) 302
D. Lock & W. Scott
(Libra) 207

You Say.

• ••

Readers are invited to send letters on all subjects
to tbe· Editor, B.B.W., 35 Dover Street, London, W.l
Before proceeding to the point
of this letter, I should like you to
know that the arrival of your
magazine is one of the high spots
· ~~the month for me and my many
nends who queue up to borrow it
after my first reading.
. 1 Was intrigued by two points
10

"Britain v. U.S.A. S/ 1", in the
August issue. He quotes this deal:
WEST
EAsT
Q732
• \? Q J 10 4 2 ~A 6 5
0 Q
() A K 10 9 4 3
J42
AK Q9

+

+

+

Schapiro opened semi-psychic
and the bid?ing wen~:

the article by Harold Franklin,
31

.,

....
115

WEST

EAST

Schapiro

Reese

I\?
3\?
6\?

30

K9 6 2

5NT

Declarer led low to the Jack
which held. On the way back
Schapiro played the IO, which was
covered by the King and Ace.
Stayll?-an thereafter assumed that
the suit was not breaking.
When the I 0 is played, why
cover? East would not have ·
duck~d the first round holding
A IO x. If West has A Q 8 left,
putting on the King will not gain.
If Stayman ducks the IO Reese
.must win with the Queen' and it is
all over. ·

AQ3

1\?

No

10 8 4

This was one down, for a loss of
8 I.M.P., and the fault seems to
lie with Reese. Unless the 5NT
bid has some special significance
which escapes me, it is either a
grand slam' force or the old 3
Aces and a King of a bid suit in
the Culbertson 4/5. For all the
good to be derived therefrom
Schapiro could be holding . A K'
for a very normal opening and no
LARRY WEISS,
grand would be on. It seems "to
Los Angeles, California.
me that good partnership does not
inquire :'partner, do you have the
. Yourfirst paragraph: Thank j'ou,
cards for a grand slam?" and
when he replies ' "NOOOO! !" but may I draw your attention to
page 6?
then, proceed there ~nyway.
The Seven Heart hand: My
It is a aouble error: I, bad
manoeuvres
were perhaps ill-advised
partnership, and bad for morale
to ask partner something and the~ but not quite in the sense you
tell him he does not know what he suggest.
We play Culbertson 4/5 and my
is doing; 2, compensating for an
underbid, a grievous error in any reason for by-passing 4NT was to
system based upon limit structure. show that I was not interested in
All the trap sequences in standard Aces. We play 5NT to mean: '
· "We have all the controls- all we
American arise from this flaw.
may be missing is a playing trick or
Point two: not to detract from an hoiwur in the trump· suit." It
the fine defence against Stayman's was possible that partner would be
3NT contra~t on page 22, it was
able ·to bid Seven Diamonds and
sm~ll unnoticed error by declarer that that might be safer than Seven
whtch scuttled the contract. you Hearts. Or he might respond Six
recall the .diamond situation:
. Spades, in which case I had it ill

a

32
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Clubs, asking
him to · choose between Seven
Diamonds, Seven Hearts and 1NT.
Thus SNT was not a purposeless
bid. When he signed off I still had
to decide whether qr not to bid
Seven. He was second in hand and
ifhe hod a bid at all, could Seven be
far off? I must say I think this type
ofpsychic that is neither one thing
nor the other is too difficult to
handle ever to be sound tactics: I
did it myself once at Turin and then
pas~ed forcing response, for a
deservedly bad result.
· The 3NT hand: Yes, good point.

a

*

*

*

·Playing Acol, ~ with certain
Baron modifications, my partner
and I .decided to adopt the
Benjamin Convention, which of
course incorporates the weak Two
in the majors,
Could some of the experts
suggest now, please, the character
and purpose of the opening Three
of a major?
•
Would an opening Three Hearts
or Three Spades suggest a weak
Acol-type Three, more preemptive than the weak Two,
• but stronger in playing tricks, or
could such a bid be better
employed?

Dr. D.

part of those who use the weak Two
is to make Three bids still more
pre-emptive-a seven-card suit with
one honour trick rather than a sixcard suit with lt to 2f tricks.
Strong Three bids have been out of
fashion for many years.

*

*

*

The late Sidney . Lenz's entertaining little tale was a bright spot
in your August issue.
It was Major Barton, I think,
who used to insist "Bridge is a
game to be played cheerfully"an idea that seems to have gone
out of fashion, like his One Club.
Lately, amid the welter of descriptions of hands bid or played
cleverly, the brief witticisms in
B.B.W. Editorials can ·alone have
provoked a chuckle. Can you not
give us more light-hearted articles
to leaven the serious stuff?

G. F.

HENDY,

Bromley, Kent.

I print your letter with reluctance
lest it be construed as an encouragement to thefimsters and rhymesters
who are always at the ready. I
generally inform such contributors
that our readers are an austere
body not fa~ourably inclined .towards articles of a non-teclzmcal
nature and I believe that to be true.
Lenz's' piece was te~lmically interesting as well, and articles of that
quality don't grow on trees.

SPENCER WILSON,

. Croydon, Surrey.

1 think the usual practice on the
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BERKSHIRE
READING BRIDGE CLUB. 35 Jesse Terrace,
Reading. Tel. Reading 52136. Hon. S~.
G. T. Holloway. Stakes 3d. Partnership,
first Saturday Evening each month, 1st and 3rd
Tuesday afternoon each month, and every
Thursday evening. · Duplicate alternate Monday
evenings.
BUCKS
LYNCROFT BRIDGE CLun-Pnckborse Road,
Gerrards Cross.~, Gerrards Cross 4020. Hon.
Sec., Mrs. E. :stancer. Stakes 2d. Duplicate
every Monday eve., 1st and 3rd Thurs. afts.,
occasional Sat. eve. Cut-in rubber Mon., Tues.,
Thurs. aft. and Sat. eve. Partnership Tues. and
Fri. aft. and Thurs. eve. Tuition. Student
practice aft.

Hon. Sec.1 P. J. Crofts, 6 Lonsdale Road,
Bexleyheatn. Stakes 3d. Partnerships Mon.
Wed. Fri. Duplicate Mon., Wed.
LANCS.
LIVERPOOL-Liverp·oo1 Bridge Club, 22 Upper
Duke Street, Liverpool. Tel.: Royal 8180.
Hon. Sec., Mrs. H. T. Halewood. Partnerships
Toe., Fri. afternoon. Duplicate Mon., Tues.,
and Fri. evenings.
ST. HELENs-St. Helens Contract Bridge Club,
Sefton Arms Hotel, St. Helens. Hon. Sec.,
S. W. Rotheram. Tel.: St. Helens 7596 •. Duplicate only Mon. and Fri.
LEICS.
LOUGHBOROUGH AND 'DISTRICT CONTRACT
BRIDGE CLUB, 14 Baxter Gate, Loughborough,
Leics; Tel.: 2220 Joint Hon. Sees., Mr. S.
R. Jackman. 103, Outwoods Drive. Loughborough (Tel: 3024) and Mr. J. H. Parry, 18 ~ad
moor Road, Loughborough (Tel: 4549). Duplicate·
Wed. 7.30 p.m., Fri. 7.15 p.m.

DEVON
PLYMOU1H BRIDGE CLUB-Moor View House,
Moor View Terrace, Plymouth. Plymouth 67733.
Hon. Sec., Col. R. L. Telfer. Stakes 2d. and 6d.
Partnership Monday afternoon (except 1st) 2d.;
Sat. evening 6d. Duplicate Thursday evening,
1st Monday afternoon.

LONDON
.
I
GRAND SLAM RESIDENTIAL BRIDGE CLUB, 21
Craven Hill W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842 • . Stakes 1/nnd 2/-. Partnership Evenings Tuesday & Thursday. Visitors welcome. Accommodation for
Tournaments.
LEDERERS CLUB, 115 Mount Street, W.1. Tel.:
May 7859. Stakes 1/-, 2/6 and Sf-. Duplicate
Tues. ·
MAYFAIR BRIDGE Srumo-110 Mount Street,
W.1 (2nd floor). ORO 2844. Hon. Sec:.• Mrs.
H. Panting. Stakes 1/- and 6d. Partnership Sun:,
Wed. evenings 6d., Mon. afternoon 6d. fn.
evening 1/-. Duplicate pairs 1st Thurs. everung.
2nd Sun. afternoon, teams 2nd and 4th Sat.
evenings.
PETER PAN CLUB-Peter Pan House, 65 Bayswater Road, W.2. Tel.: Padd 1938: Hon. Sec.,
Mrs. F. Lewis. Stakes 6d., 1/- and 2/6. W
Srumo BRIDGE CLUB, 18n Queens
ay,
Bnyswnter, W.2. Tel.: Bay 5749. Hon. S~·
Mrs. H. Pearce. Stakes 1/- and 6d. Partnership
Mon. and Fri. evenings. Duplicate 1st Mon.

HANTS
BOURNEMOU1H, GROVE ROAD BRIDGE CLUBEast Cliff Cottage, 57 Grove Road. Bournemouth 4311. Hon. Sec., Mrs. Moss. Stakes
3d. Partnership, Thor. and Sat. an., Sun.
evening. Duplicate, 1st Wed., 3rd Fri.
WESSEX CLun-Lindsay Manor, Lindsay
Road, Bournemouth.
Westboume 640341.
Hon. Sec., The Secretary. Stakes 6d. and 2d.
Partnership, 6d. Mon. aft. and Wed. eve. 2d.,
Tues. aft. 3d., 1st and 3rd Sat. eve. Duplicate,
2nd nod 4th Fri. eve. in each month.

HERTS
HODDESDON ' BRIDGE CLUB-High Street.
Hoddesdon. Hoddesdon 3813. Hon. Sec.,•
W. Lamport. Stakes 3d. Partnership, alternate
Wed. afternoons. Duplicate, Tues. evening.
ISLE OF WIGHT
- SHANKUN, CRAJGMOREBRIDGE CLun-Hownrd
Road, Shanklin, I.W. Shanklin 2940. Hon.
Sec., J. S. Danby. Stakes 2d. Partnership
Mon. Duplicate, most Tues. (Oct. to May),
'

KENT
FARNBOROUGH AND DISTRICT CONTRACT
BRIDGE CLUB-Village Hall, Famborough.
Farnborough 54583. ~on. Sec., L. E. c. Smith.
Stakes 1d, Pnrtners.hap, 2nd Fri. Duplicate,
Wed., 1st. and ?rd Fn., 7.30 p.m. Rubber bridge
4th and 5th Fn.
Wttr -KENT CLUB-_12 Boyne Park, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent. Tunbndge Wells 2 1513 • Hon.
S~., R. H. Corbett. Stakes 3d. and 6d. Partnersbtp, ,Mon. and Wed. 6d., Wed. and Fri. Jd.
Duplicate, 1st and 3rd Sat. (2.15).
SmcuP-sidcup Bridge Club Sidcup Golf
.
•
Cl ub , H urst R on d , Stdcup.
Tel.: Foo 2150.

·

"MIDDLESEX
HIGHGATE BRIDGE CLUD-80 Highgate West
Hill, N.6. MOU 3423. Hon. Sec., Mrs. Osb~rn.
Stakes 2d. Partnership Wed. nfiemoon, Fnday
aft. and evening, Sat. evening.
SURREY
· •s
EPSOM-Mayfield Bridge Club, 2a St. M~
Avenue, Epsom. Epsom 4938. Hon. an''
Mrs. L. McEwan. Stakes 3d. (but 6d.~e1don''
and 3d. and 6d. Fri. aft.). Partners TP ev;'
Wed. an., Wed., Fri. eve. Duplicate ues.
'
Closed Sun. aft. and Thurs. oil day. W b 'dge •
HEATH HOTEL AND BRIDGE CLun-\ eyAp er'
Wekbridge 3620. Hon. Sec., C. ~· ~n:
Sto es 3d. Partnership Fri. aft. Duphcat~. Wed
eveni.ng. Cut-in Rubber every an. on
·
everung.
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suSSEX
JloONOR

HORSHAM BRIDGE CLua-22A East Street,
Honham, Sussex. Horsham 4921. Hon. ·Sec.,
Mrs. M. E. Binney, 7A Bishopric, Horsham.
Stakes 6d., 3d., 1d. Partnership, Sun. eve.,
Wed. and Fri. aft. 3d., Thurs. eve. ld. Duplicate
Tues. eve. Cut-in Mon. eve. 6d., Mon. aft.,
Jburs. aft., SaL aft. and eve. 3d. Beginners;
tuition by arran1ement.
I

Ho~Tbe Avenue Bridge Club, 15 Third
Avenue, Hove. Hove 35020. Hon. Sec., Capt.
J. Gclston. Stakes 3d. and 6d. Partnership,
Mon. and Thurs. aft. 3d., Wed. and Sun. evening
6d. Duplkate Tues.

I

' WHITEHALL REsiDENTIAL BRIDGE CLus:_
11/12 Howard Square, Eastbourne Eastboume
4544. Se~ .• Miss 1. Fidler. Stakes' 2d. and 3d
Par~ership, Tues. and Fri. aft . . Wed and Sat'
everung. Duplicate Sunday. '
·
•
WARWICKSHIRE
~BRIDGE CIRCLE-lOt Harborne Road Birmmgham 15. Edgbaston 1879. Open ;everal
days a week. Available to visitors by arrangement.
HEA~«:ROFT _BRIDGE CLUB-2 Pebble Mill
Road, B1rmmgh~m 5. SELly Oak 0448. Stakes
3d. to 1/-•. Cut-m or Partnership every aft. and
eve: Duphcate Sun. eve., Mon. aft., and as
des1red by Members. Visitors welcome.

CLUB-2 Sudley Road, Bognor
~ Bognor Regis 200. Hon. Sec., G. A.
Harries. Bridge every afternoon except Sun.
PartllmhiP Wed. Duplicate 1st Tues. in the
Jll()llth. Bridge Fri. eve.

YORKS
LEEDS BRIDGE CLUB Lro.-Moortown Corner
House, Leeds 17. Leeds 681571. Hon. Sec.,
Mrs. M. Mayne. Stakes 6d. and 1/-. Duplicate
Tues. and Thur.
'

Would you like particulars of your club (address, teleph'one,
hon. sec., stakes, partnership days, duplicate days) to be
listed in this Directory every month? If so, please write to
our Advertisement Manager _(see address on page 3) for very
reasonable terms.

RESULT OF SEPTEMBER COMPETmON
There were heavy casualties on Problem 4, which was complicated by the matchpoint pairs scoring angle; few solvers were able to find the top-scoring Three
Hearts bid among a wide var1ety of alternatives. Problem 8 proved a killer, for
few solvers made the advanced negative inference that partner is unlikely to have
a. good spade suit. Many of the solvers who led a spade, and a few of those who
nghtly selected a club, chose the valuable tenspot. This had no support from the
Pllllel, because there are positions in which the defence do better by preserving the_
ten. Credit has been given, however, for the lead of the middle card of either
black suit.

Max.100

Winner
Coa. D. L. GORDON, R.N·., 20 Seymour Place, London·, W.l.
Second and Third
~·BUCKLEY, 145 Danson Road, Bexley, Kent
'PYKE, 127 North Road, Preston

93

88
87

HOther leading scores: J. E. GoRDON, 86; C. VICKERMAN, 85; S. Krrr, 84 ; L. G.
75
ELM, G. D. SHARPE and L. G. WooD, 78; G. G. FoWLIE, 77; MRs. N.H. CoATES, ·
Congratulations to Commander Gordon on achieving a fine score on a difficult

~t 0~ problems. His only· slip was on Problem 4 when he bid One Spade-:m
IOtelhgent bid which probably deserved a better score.
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one·Hundred

tip

Conducted by ALAN TRUSCOTT
' - September Solutions: .If you did not enter the August Competition, try your hand
at the problems on pag~ 28 before reading how the experts voted.
.

1

, The most popular bid contains a
flaw which was not completely faced.
SMART: "Three Clubs. By simple
elimination. The hand is too strong
for 2NT, the spades are too bad for
Three Spades, and 3NT shuts out Four
Spades and may even provoke partner
into Four Hearts. If partner raises to
Four Clubs, I can only bid Four Spades,
but he is quite at liberty to pass this."
. Reese also mentioned that he would
Problem No. 1 (10 points)
bid Four Spades over Four Clubs. This
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding sequence seems to me to suggest a
vastly better spade suit and probably
has gone:no diamond strength. Something like
Sourn
WEsT
NoRTH EAsT
this: + AKQlOxx y>x Oxxx + AQx.
I+
No
2\/
No
It
is quite true that partner can pass
?
when
you revert to Four Spades over
South holds:Four
Clubs,
but it is then distressingly
+ 1098642 \7Q OAKQ +AK8
obvious that the contract should have
What should South bid?
been Three No Trumps.
Answer: Three Clubs, 1'0; Three
The Three Diamond bidders seem to
Diamonds, Two No Trumps or Three be on slightiy stronger ground in this
No Trumps, 8.
·respect. Nunes and Sharples both
The panel's vote: 5 for Three Clubs· pointed out that North may be able to
3 for Three Diamonds (Fox, Nunes: bid Three No Trumps over Thr~e
Sharples); 3 for 2NT (Besse, Flint, Diamonds but could hardly find thts
Schapiro); and 2 for 3NT (Mrs. Markus bid over Three Clubs without a high
and Swinnerton-Dyer).
diamond honour. A further point is.
Not surprisingly, no panelist felt any that Three Diamonds is slightly less.
temptation to rebid the mouldy spade likely to be raised than Three Clubs,
suit, and one commented: "Of course, for North may have qualms about
to rebid spades at any level dates one · raising with Oxxxx.
back to the Schwab Trophy days." As
The remaining panelists believe th~t
some solvers may resent the suggestion the final destination of the hand IS.
that they are a quarter of a century out likely to be no trumps and are
of date, he can remain anonymous.
afraid to say so. Three of them relY
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Answers to the September problems
were received from the following
thirteen experts: J. Flint, G. C. H. Fox,
Mrs. R. Markus~ J. Nunes, J. T. Reese,
D. C. Rimington, B. Schapiro, R.
Sharples and N. S. L. Smart, all of
London and the Home Counties;
P. Swinnerton-Dyer, Cambridge; J.
Hochwald, Yorkshire; C. E. Phillips,
Cheshire; and ) . Besse, Paris.

'

~.

the fact that a 2NT rebid in this position, · doubleton honour. In any case, if
although not forcing, is 'hardly ever North has a 6-card suit it is almost sure
to be a good one, for he must have
passed.
ScHAPIRO: "Two No Trumps. The points somewhere and they are not in
the minors.
only bid-virtually forcing. 3NT would
be right if the ·hearts were Qx, but
would be too encouraging here."
Problem No. 2 (10 points)
BESSE: "Two No Trumps. Three
- I.M.P. scoring, game alf, the bidding
Oubs would be pointless, for I cannot has gone:apect North to bid 3NT with my
SOUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
OAKQ. By bidding 2NT rather than
3+
4\?
No
3NT I accept the very rare risk of
?
North passing in order to have the
South holds:chance of getting more information.
+AKQJ6 \?94 OAJ63 +82
He may be able to bid Three Spades,
What should South bid?
Answer: Five Hearts, 10; Four
and if he bids Three Hearts I shall raise
to Four."
Spades, 4 ; Six Hearts, 2.
The panel's l'ote: 9 for Five Hearts;
My sympathies are with the final
group:
3 for Four Spades (Rimington, Sharples,
MRS. MARKUS: "Three No Trumps. Swinnerton-Dyer) ; 1 for Six Hearts
It is true I could bid Three Spades, but (Reese).
PHILLIPS: "Five Hearts. The direct
I do not wish partner to support me
with a queen or king bare, and I have sla·m try logically suggests two losers
n'? objection to a Four Heart contract in the enemy suit, since a missing Ace
if Partner can bid it. Any other bid in one of the unbid suits could be
would be an underbid and I dislike located by means of cue bids."
NUNES: "Five Hearts. This bid has
?idding 3-card suits in ~his position; it
a special meani~g, and partner should
1s utterly misleading as to the shape of
bid Six Hearts holding second round
the hand."
SwtNNERTON-DYER:
"Three
No control of clubs. It is reasonable to
T~mps. The question here is how you · assume that partner has a solid heart
suit. If he also has first round control
WJSb Partner with a sketchy 6-card suit
to act. If you want him to remove to of clubs he should now bid Six Clubs,
Fotr Hearts, you bid 3NT at once: if permitting me to go to Seven Hearts.':
Hochwald makes the same pomt
not you bid Three Clubs or Three
n·lamonds so that partner will leave · about the chance of reaching seven.
3NT having already bid his hearts
SMART: "Five Hearts. It would be
tw'Ice. For me, I want to hear Four stultifying to bid Four Spades s~nce that
H
earts from partner; for in 3NT there would ask partner to cue-bid firstrn:'Y be a little trouble in finding the · round controls and we do not need
.tncks."
_
them."
That seems to dispose of the Four
hWith a poor 6-card heart suit North
~ ould not persevere automatically to Spade bidders, none of whom seem to
.;::r Hearts, for his first response pro- ·have considered the possible advantages
h d a 5-card suit and so he cannot of Five Hearts. A spirited blast at the
majority group came from:
ope for South to have more than a
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One day · I shall have to set seven
questions relating to South's first call.
That will fix the panelist who objects to
the conditions of at least one problem
per month.
SWINNERTON-DYER: "Four Spades . .
Once again, I could only be in this
position on paper. South should have
bid Three Spades on the second round,
As he has not, he should find some
forward bid; for although the diamond
void is a pity his hand is quite promising
for a slam."
The criticism is well-founded. Although the great majority of players
would bid Three Hearts, the bidding is
far easier to control if the rebid is
Three Spades to be followed by Four
Hearts. This is only possible if it is
clearly· understood that a reverse over
a force shows no extra values but
simply shape.
Most of the Four Spade bidders
wished to make an encouraging noise,
regarding the diamond void as more
than outweighed by the possession of
useful top cards. A small minority
regarded Four Spades as a natural bid
which might be passed.

REESE: "Six Hearts. It is not easy to
discover, in the time, whether_partner
has two, one, or no losing clubs . . If
two losers, they may still not lead clubs.
Defenders tend to use 'imagination'
after such bidding. Nothing could be
more feeble· than a laborious Five
Hearts."
I am not sure whether this is a subtle
compliment or a subtle insult to the
defenders; but' there is no doubt that
the nine feeble Five Heart bidders are
put firmly in their place.
Problem No. 3 (20 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidd.ing
has gone:SoUTH
WEST
NoRTH EAST
1~
· No
30
No
3~
No
40
No
?
South holds:+A1087 ~AK10753 0- +K73
(a) What should South bid?
(b) What should South bid if North;s
rebid ·had been Four Clubs instead of
Four Diamonds?
Answer to (a): Four Spades, 10; Four
Hearts, 3.
The panel's vote: 10 for Four Spades;
2 for Four Hearts (Phillips and
Schapiro).
The observant reader will see .that
10 + 2 = only 12. The lost lamb is
Flint, who bleated bitterly that he
would automatically bid Three .Spades,
not Three Hearts, on the second round,
i and he could not therefore be expected
to find a bid in this impossible situation.
He was tested with the time-honoured
gambit: "Suppose you were called tC:
the telephone, and a kibitzer rebid
Three Hearts in your absence?" But it
appears that he invariably carries his
hand with him to the telephone as a
_ safety play against such misadventures.

Fox: "Four Spades. No suit having
been agreed Four Spades can be a ·
natural bid on a 6-4 hand."
Several panelists noted that they
would not be unhappy if partner now
bid Six Diamonds over Four Spades.
Certainly Three Diamonds and then
Four Diamonds must indicate . something lik~ a good 7-card suit, and I
would not have been greatly surprised
if some panelist had bid an imaginative 1
Five Diamonds.
The two pessimists, Phillips and
Schapiro, were discouraged by the
diamond void and preferred to await
possible further action by partner;
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8Jthough Schapiro dragged but Four
Hearts ''with great reluctance."
Answer to (b): Four Spades, 10;
Four No Trumps, 5; Five Clubs, 3.
The panel's vote: 10 for Four Spades;
2 for Four No Trumps (Fox and
Reese); 1 for Five Clubs (Mrs. Markus) ..
This produced another comment by
the great naturalist:
Fox: "Four No Trumps. This is
natural, not conventional. No suit has
been agreed, and this might be the only
possible game contract."
It is gene~ally held that after a force
4NT is always conventional, and Reese
registered his bid as a Culbertson 4-5
No Trump. This seems to meet the
situation well, indicating South's top
cards and giving North suitable encouragement; lack of support for the
bid is perhaps partly the responsibility of
Mr. Blackwood.
Most of the panel recognised that
there are now excellent ·prospects of a
club slam, as North would hardly introduce a poor 4-card suit at this point.
Mrs. Markus's bid of Five Clubs shows
unwonted pessimism, apd ·the general
choice was Four Spades: this will
probably be read as a cue-bid and will
certainly be recognised as a co~structive
noise.
NUNES: "Four Spades. This gives
Partne~ a chance to" clarify his hand.
We may play in Seven Clubs if partner
has 4AQJxx.·~
~HILUPs: "Four Spades. This must
be mterpreted as a cue-bid since North
~not have a 4-card sp;de suit. Six
4-Jubs may well be there, even on a
fit."
. There was one supporter for Fox's
J~te~retation of 4NT, although not for
hiS bJd:
I
SMAR.T: "Four Spades. To bi~~ubs
at the four level like this must" sho v a

minor t~o-s~iter. As 4 NT would be
natural m thJs position, I can only bid
Four ~pades ~ the hope that partner
can btd 1NT himself. It would sav~
a lot of thought to bid a simple Six
Clubs, but I gather that that is not what
lam supposed to be doing."
Simple bids sometimes score points,
yo~ know. Another off-beat reason for
·
choosing Four Spades was:
Swi_NNERTON-DYER: "Four Spades.
I do not pretend to know \Vhat this
means; but it should give me a clear
advantage in the post-mortem."
Problem No. 4 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, love all, the bid·ding' has gone:SOUTH
WEST
NoRTH EAST
No
· No
1\:;>
No
?
South holds:+AQJ ~K83 OJ9542 + 86
What should South bid?
Answer: Three Hearts, ·to; Two
Hearts, 7; Two Diamonds, 4; One
Spade or Two No Trumps, 3.
The panel's vote: 5 for Three Hea~;
3 for Two Hearts (Flint, Rimington and
Sharples); 3 for Two Diamonds (Besse,
Fox and Nunes); 1 for One Spade
(Hochwald); and 1 for Two No Trumps
(Schapiro).
The vital factor here is reluctance to
play in the wrong part-score at matchpoint pairs. All the possible bids could
_easily tum out to be the final contractand all of them could be the wrong final
· contract. In these circumstances 1
rather sympathise with this origi?al
thought:
HocHWALD: "One Spade. To be
able to bid 2NT over Two Clubs. The
only problem would be partner's pass
based on three little spades, but even
)hen I should be able to fulfil the con-
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continued silence, that our hand is.
better than minimum."
REESE: "Up to a point I agree with
the Kaplan-Sheinwold theory that one
should make the same response whether
one has passed or not, but riot up to this.
point."
MRs. MARKUS: ''Three Hearts. On a
passed hand I do not like introducing
a Two Diamond bid which could easily
be passed out. I shall bid to the limit
of my hand having passed, and this 1
consider is a Three Heart bid. If partner
can bid Four Hearts I am quit~ happy,
if he passes there will be no great harmt
and if he bids 3NT there must be a
sporting chance of m_aking nine tricks,,.
Unfortunately partner's spades are
likely to be too feeble for him to try
3NT. U 3NT is the .right contract we
are likely to miss it after bidding Three
Hearts, and this seems .a more valid
objection to the bid than the tenuous.
quality of the heart support.
Rimington suggested that a jump to
Three Diamonds would promise 3-card
heart support.* His ex-partner Albert
Dormer had better settle this point with:
SWINNERTON-DYER: "Three Hearts.
This hand is not _strong enough to jump
in a new suit (showing four hearts on
modem methods); and I do not wish
to be left in Two Diamonds. So the
only alternative is the old crone's bid
of 2NT. This is not apt to be a wise
move."
Hobbling in the rear comes the
unwise old crone:
ScHAPIRO: "Two No Trumps. This
is the most satisfactory bid. Three

tract. Two Diamonds cramps the
bidding and does not tell partner about
my good spade holding, which he might
want for a 3NT contract."
It is true that One Spade just made is
unlikely to be a zero, because some pairs
will be going down in a high contract;
and One Spade is slightly )ess likely to
be passed than Two Diamonds which
suggests good diamonds and not much
else.
Those who selected Two Diamonds
were · concerned to find the least evil:
BESsE: "Two Diamonds. Having discovered that the alternatives (3\7, 2NT,
2\7, 1• etc.) are still worse, I select the
natural bid."
My experience is that the natural bid
scores mighty few match points when
it becomes the final contract. Three
experienced match point operators
chose a distinct underbid:
SHARPLES: "Two Hearts. There seems
a good case for a deliberate understatement; as partner was third in hand .he
should allow for your having something
to spare. Furthermore the opponents
-may now decide to contest the auction
to their detriment."
Flint takes the same view, and so
does Rimington, who points out that a
jump to Three Diamonds would show
a mild heart fit, but would require better
-diamonds.
The majority view was that hearts
may well ~e the best denomination and
must be a reasonable one; and that a
jump to Three Hearts at least describes
the strength of the hand even at the
cost of exaggerating the heart support.
PHILLIPS: "Three Hearts. We do not
want to play ~he hand in diamonds,
so the choice is between Three Hearts
and Two Hearts. The latter would be
ultra-conservative, even though partner
may be able to .judge, from opponents'

*' So would Two Spades, a bid which
has only just occurred to me and
apparently did not occur to any panelist.
If any solver offers this, it will score a
consolation 3 points.-A.F.T.
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Hearts

would be acceptable if the suit
was a trifle stronger-say Kl Ox."

Problem No. 5 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:NORTH
EAST
Soum
WEST
No
No
2<:;?
No
No
No

1+

1

not have the Ace of his Sul't M
.
• oreover
. ,
game fior us Js unlikely in any d
·
enommatio
~: m such circumstances it is good
pohcy to pass quickly on misfit hands
before th~ enemy starts doubling."
Nunes places North with a spade
shortage and deduces from his failure
to. double that he must have a singleSUited hand.
Such inferences are reasonable, but

South holds:-

~hey a~sume opponents of unimpeachable

+AK8653 \7- OK102 ·~972
What should South bid?
Answer: Two Spades, 10; No Bid, 7.
The panel's vote: 7 for Two Spades;
6 for- No Bid (Besse, Fox, Nunes,
Phillips, Rimington, Schapiro).
It is regrettable that 7-6-0-0 distributions are so much commoner among
panelists than among playing-cards.
Something like a 7-3-2-1 break is
much more effici_e nt in s.e parating
solver-sheep from solver-goats.
Let us lead with an interesting dichotomy:
. REESE: "Two Spades. Signifies spades
m my book; so the question does not
seem very difficult."
SCHAPIRO: "No Bid. Two Spades
would be a cue-bid, so we must hope
for a miraculous reopening action by

West."
Count me in as a convert. If West
:o~ns the bidding, I wiii . eagerly
f1 entice at the altar of whatever beautiul goddess Schapiro happens to be
worshipping. ,
.The other No-Bidders do not comnut themselves on the vital issue and
we are 1eft to wonder whether ' they
Would regard Two Spades as a cue-bid
or a suit bid:
traPHJLLJPs: "No Bid. In a heart conon:t our .spades will. produce probably
co ' Possibly two, tricks whereas the
nverse will not be true if partner does
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m~egn.ty. East has opened One Spade
third m hand and not vulnerable A
panelist who has perpetrated so ~uch
non~e.nse in his time that he is highly
~ens1t1ve to the other side of the question
IS:

FLINT: "Two Spades. I could well
pass Two Hearts, but I could not bear
the thought that East might be psychic
and that Four Spades might be cold for
my side."
There were three lengthy and convincing arguments in favour of Two
Spades .
SHARPLES: "Two Spades. Partner is
protecting in the expectation of nominal
heart support amongst the points I am
known to hold. As this is conspicuously absent it would not be prudent to
play· hi~ for a near-solid suit and pass.
Both partners having passed initially,
Two Spades should not be ambiguous
and can only be an attempt to improve
the contract."
SWJNNERTON-DYER: "Two Spades .
Happy those who can bid this (in its
natural sense) 'on the first round. But
at this point it must still be natural; for
a game force is not needed here and
South cannot have enough to justify a
slam try. Of course it might be right to
pass Two Hearts; but North's hearts
are limited by his failure to preempt
on the first round, and his minor suits

, by his failure to ·double on the second;
so he should have some spades."
SMART: "Two Spades. Partner has
made a fairly weak bid and we are not
going anywhere on this collectionexcept, probably, down. Partner will
not treat this as a force to game or a
directional asking bid or anything
except a spade suit. The only reason for
not doubling· originally with a high
point count would be if the hand was
stacked with spades, and such a hand
would now bid 2NT or 3NT and not
fool about with directional nonsense."
Problem No. 6 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:SoUTH WES~
NoRTH EAST

I+

1~

DbI.
No
3~
No
No
Dbl.
No
?
South holds:+ K63 ty)940762 + Q9754
What should South bid?
Answer: Four Clubs, 10; Five Clubs,
' 5; No. Bid~ 2.
The panel's vote: 8 for Four Clubs;
4 for Five Clubs (Bes~e, Nunes, Sharples
and M~s. Markus); and 1 for No Bid
(Smart).
The puzzle here is to qecide what
partner holds for this somewhat unlikely
sequence. With strength in the major
suits he would surely keep quiet on the
first round, so he must have some
attacking prospects; on the other. hand
great length in both minors could have
been shown in some other way-by a
bid in no trumps for a take-out at some
stage. This would rule out the possibility of the double being clearly penalties or clearly take-out, and suggest
an optional double based on good top
cards and perhaps 4-4 in the minors.

Most panelists took this view of the
double~ although without stating it very
clearly, but only one exercised the
penalty option:
SMART: "No Bid. Partner figures to
beat this with high cards, and cannot
have all that many minor cards or he
would have bid 2NT earlier or 3NT
now. I reckon West for no tricks at all
and the King of spades as a winner:
two down with Five Clubs going ·off."
Just on the other side of the fence was:
ScHAPIRO: "Four Clubs. I would
pass this if the red suits were reversed.
for the. defensive p.rospects would the~
be greatly improved."
HocHWALD: "Four Clubs. Partner
must be very strong and possibly wants
to· defend Three Hearts doubled-but
whatever his hold~g Four Clubs must
be a safer bid. It is true that he could
have bid 2NT or 3NT if he wanted my
best minor, but I ·will not stand this
double at rubber bridge with only half
a trick."
Mystification, with some cause, was
expressed by:
PHILLIPS: "I find the other hands
difficult to reconstruct: if partner has
length in the minors, it is surprising that
neither opponent has been able to support his partner's suit. In the circumstances I do not feel disposed to try
and master-mind the situation with a
jump to Five Clubs."
·The opponents' failure to support
each other is a sound point which perhaps escaped the master-minds:
SHARPLES: "Five Clubs. Why hold
back-it is only for money. You mig?t
have been dealt with only 3 cards m
each minor suit."
NUNES: "Five Clubs. We are playing
rubber bridge and partner cannot
simply be contesting the part score. I
cannot think of a holding on which the
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is for penalties in view of East's
it will be difficult to arrive at ten tricks.
cfOUbleHeart rebid, and therefore. place
,
Several panelists indicated that at
JJJI"V ner with
strong two-smter.
this scoring they might well double if
IIIYpart MARKUS: "Five Clubs. I
the opponents were vulnerable, hoping
saved myself this problem
to score the magic plus 200.
~'OI had bid Four Clubs over Three
SWINNERTON-DYER: "Two Hearts.
would understand that
Were
they vulnerable, I should double~
d been forced rather high. Now I
but as it is this may be worth only 100.
enough to bid Five Clubs, as
We have the points, and probably a
I wou ld have to bid Four dClubs
. , on 4--3 heart fit; on the other hand game
much less and without a 5-car• smt.
. seems unlikely, so a slight underbid
BESSE: "Five Clubs. Havmg appar- should not cost."
ently good cards, I try to s~oot a gam~.
REESE: "Two Hearts. I never make
I as10 shoot partner if .he , mtended h1s .
these three-card suit bids on weakness
double to be for penalties.
(e.g. One Spade on 9xx in preference
Too right-! should have reached for
to
Two Clubs on xxxx) but here you
my gun. Unfortunately I had a sharpshooting partner who would probably have values to compensate. Probably
you can beat Two Diamonds, but you
have beaten me to the draw.
have to get it two down to score well."
ora.-

a

~~·have

~earts-partner
~agood

Problem No. 7 (20 points)
Match-pomt pairs, North-South _vulnerable, the bidding has gone:Sourn WEST
NoRTH
~AsT
Dbl. .
20

1+

Sharples and Smart suggested another reason for not doubling: that if
the opposition then retire into Two
Spades you have left yourself an awkward bid.

Nunes and Ho~hwald are both willing
to try. for better things ~ia as~orted
cue-bids. Nunes justifies his chmce by
pointing out that a vulnerable double
of One Spade, forcing partner to t~e
two level, should be pretty robust. ThiS
is a fair point, but it still see~ to ~:
Answer to (a): Two Hearts, 10; Two . that Messrs. N. and H. are ~n gra
danger of ending up ·with a disastrous
Spades or Three Diamonds, 2.
minus score. They are playing tops and
The panel's vote: 11 for Two ·Hearts;
bottoms while the rest of the panel are
1 for Two Spades (Hochwald); and 1
satisfied with a safe plus score and
for Three Diamonds (Nunes).
average-plus.
.
Almost all the panelists were con. Two No Trumps, 10,
(b)
I
Answer
o
·
cerned simply to fight for the part-score,
N
and judged that hearts would be the Two Spades, 6.
'
te·
8
for
Two
I
best spot. Even if North-South have
The pane s l'O •
d
(Foxo
Two Spa es
,
enough values for game, no suitable Trumps'. . 5 . for
.
Schapiro and
Phillips,
Rlmmgton,
denomination is available. Hearts may
Swinnerton-Dyer).
.
oO'er the best prospects, as partner can
· h I't may weiJ
be expected to hold four of them, but
This is a case in whic
. .pa'
.
if the North hand is forced with spades
to give the pro b a ble spade fit a miss. -

?

South 'holds:t 8753 C,KJ4 0 742 + AQ5
(a) What should South bid?
(b) What should South bid if the
opening had been One Heart instead
of One Spade?
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DUPUCATE BRIDOB STATIONERY-5core

"Two No Trumps. Better
than introducing spades, with the
likelihood of an adverse cross-ru ff·"
Several panelists make the point that
North can be relied on to tak~ care of
the diamonds, and Sharples points out
that 2NT does not necessarily exclude a
final contract of Four Spades. Phillips,
counterpunching busily, · pointed out
that a bid of Two Spades would not
exclude a final ~ontract of 3NT.
REESE:

'

1

Cards

Travelling Slips, Result Charts, Curtain Cards etc'
Write for samples & prices, W B. Tatlow i
Rosebery Court. Lla.ndudno.
·

but also less valuable because it offers
worse prospects of winning a part-score
struggle.
This inference about the black suits
was the decisive factor for all the club
leaders. Swinnerton-Dyer pointed out
the advantage of leading the four rather
than the ten. If partner has KQxx and
declarer has AJ9, declarer is likely to
guess wrong after the four is led.*
I was surprised but impressed by the
thoughtful minority who opted for a
1
diamond lead.
MRs. MARKUS: "Four of Dil.lmonds.
My partner could not bid One Spade
over One Heart, and therefore a spade
lead is out, and somehow I feel that
West must have clubs well guarded. I
would try the four of diamonds because
that may well be their weak spot, and
partner will have some side entries."
Feminine intuition thus arrives at the
same conclusion as .cold mathematical
analysis:
BESSE: "Four of Diamonds. I am
quite positive here. North did not bid
although not vulnerable with .a presumably strong !1and .. His strength ~ust be
diamonds. This is a likely lay-out:
+ Q9xx
+ AJx
\?AKxx
\?Jxx
OJ
OAxxx
+Q9xx
· +KJx"
It is quite true that the diamond lead
may hit the jackpot; and when it does,
how pleasant it is to relax happily and
await the admiring congratulations ef
a discerning partner!

Problem 8 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:EAST
NORTH
SouTH
WEST
10
INT
No
1\?
No
No
No
3NT
No
No
South holds:+1062 \?Q953 01074 +1054
What should South lead?
Answer: Four of Clubs, 10; Four of
Diamonds or Two of Spades, 4.
The panel's vote: 8 for Four of Clubs;
3 for Two of Spades (Rimington,
Schapiro and Smart); 2 for Four of
Diamonds (Besse and Mrs. Markus).
l suspect that the three panelists who
led the unbid major were in a hurry to
finish their solutions and catch the post.
They offered no argument, and perhaps
gave the matter less thought than they
might at the table.
There was a fairly clear-cut point
which many brought out:
Fox: "Four of Clubs. Partner must
have a fair hand. In trying to strike
his suit it is more likely he holds clubs
than spades since he could have come
in fairly early with Ohe Spade but
might have hesitated to risk Two
Clubs."
A butt-in of Two Clubs from North
is not only more risky ,than One Spade,

a

Cambridge man would
*Any but
reflect 'rather on the possibility that
dummy might have J x and declarer
K9x or A9 x.-T.R.
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European ChampionshiP
Appeal Fund - ·
r.Wec1 below

rrenous total

£2,828 12 2
£115 6 6

Total

£2,943 18 8

£ s. d.

Bridge, Cake Sale, R~e etc.
evening by Miss A. Armitage, Mrs. E. Dick and
,
P. Hirst, Yorkshire
33 0 0
Rochester B.C.
10 10 0
Welwyn Garden City B.C.... 10 10 0
Wolverhampton B.C.
1. 7 0
Darlington Branch
N.E.B.A.
.s 5 0
Bamstaple B.C. · ... 5 5 0
Anonymous
5 5 0.
Anonymous
5 0 0
Dr. N.J. Bown
5 .0 0
Members, Southport B.C. ... 3 15 0
John Brown ...
3 3 0
Barrow B.C.
3· 0 0
J. S. Wheeler
2 10 0
Mr. & Mrs. H. Ford
2 .2 0

Mrs. Kule~ampff ...
S. Booker ...
Mrs. T. Richardson
Mrs. D. Clarke
Heathercroft B.C. Ltd., Birmingham ...
R. M. Bruce
Tudor B.C., Plymouth
Mr. & Mrs. E. W. Truswell
Mr. & Mrs. G. F. Charlish ...
R. Myers
Under £1

2 0 0
2 0 0

1 10 0
1 1 0
1
1
1
l
1

1 0
1 0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0 6

£115 6 6

The Bridge evening held at the
Dewsbury Bridge Club and run by the
three Y!Jrkshire members named above, _
is an example to other clubs of what can
be done with a little effort. 14 tables
played, helped to buy tlie cakes, jam,
etc., and supported the Raffle for which
tickets had already been sold outside.
At small cost to the ·players, therefore,
a "much appreciated" cheque was given
to the "Appeal" .

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
,

S/- per line. Special terms for a series

..
.

RUmow

BRIDGE CLUBS AND HOTElS
LONDON

H.ulow BIUDG C
16 N rthw' k p k
~old, H
B LUBo
tc
ar
9oocf ltanarow, Middx. Tel. Harrow 3908.
~~~~ t •ar~ Bridge in enjoyable atmosphere.
Opcii c.ea:ce f
Partnerships and Duplicate.
s o our every Saturday evemng.

iflY·

,:co

TUITION

GARDENER auarnntees to improve
111 ~ Tuition, practice classes and lectures,
'l'bl I.o J:rsonat supervision: also postal course.
Londono 8 3 ooKElof Bridge, 38 Kina's Road,
• • ••
Nsinaton 7201 .

°WScb

.,

SLAM REsmENilAL BRIDGE Cum- 21
Craven HiU, W.2. Phone: Pad . 6842. Stalces
_
and l /-. Partnership evemnas.. Tuesday
11 Thursday. Best ~/- an~ 2,. game m London.
and
Superb rooms. Visttora welcome. Accommodation for tournaments.
GRAND

.
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PERFECf YOUR .BRIDGBGr~~erT~ic::
pions1UP gut idanceD:pr:~~~~ ~~aching. Master
Practtce c asses.
F lder Free from
Points cfiol}tB~dg!"Si~di'::(oe;t. 5), 110 Mount
the MaLy atrd n w 1 or 'phone GRO 2844.
Street, on on, · •

•

,

I

·- · -STATE EXPRESS ·
.

I

555
'

-T HE BEST· CIGARETTES
IN . THE WOR·LD

•J

IN STANDARD~CARTONS
OR 'FLIP TOP' PACKS

.

.
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.B.U. Master Points R€gister
Master Points Secretary:
F. 0. Bingham, 48 Lordship Park, London, N.16
PROMOTIONS
To Master: Mrs. D. Farquhar (Derbyshire); C. H. Dodson (Wanvickshire)·

E. F. Agnew, J. E. Arnott, Miss M. Barry, Miss M. Moore (all of Northern Ireland):
LEADING SCORES
Life Masters: J. Shar~les (425); R. Sharples (424);, M. Harrison-Gray (422);
J. Nunes (363); B. Schapiro (357); Mrs. P. Gordon (350); A. Rose (332); B. Franks
(314); P.. F. Spurway (308); J. Lazarus (307); E. J. -Spurway (306).
Honorary Life Masters: L. Tarlo (266); J. T. Reese (245); K. Konstam (211);
N. Gardener (144); L. W. Dodds (136); A. Meredith (30); E. Rayne, J. Pavlides,
J. C. H. Marx.
National Masters: M. J. Flint (290); C. Rodrigue (279); S. Booker (276); D. Rimington (271); Miss D. Shanahan (269); Mrs. A. L. Fleming (26S); J. Hochwald ·
(261); I. Manning (253); Dr. M. Rockfelt (251); Dr. S. Lee (251); R. A. Priday
(246); A. Finlay (239); R. Swimer (235); M. Wolach (230); Mrs. M. Oldroyd (220);
C. Vickerman (220); F. Farrington (218); A. F. Truscott (203); R. S. Brock (197);
•G. Fox (200); I. Morris (194); Mrs. R. Markus (193); R. Pres.ton (189); N. S. L.
Smart (189); *Dr. J. Butler (187); Mrs. A. M. Biron (179); P. Swinnerton-Dyer
(177); F. North (175); •s. Reed (174); H. Franklin (169); *J. Hockey (168); S.
Blaser (167); P. Juan (163); A. Dormer (162); Mrs. G. ·Durran (162); J. Bloomberg (150).
COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS; MASTERS-Colllinued
E. H. Barn by (50); E. F. Briscoe (50); Mrs. E. F. Briscoe (51);
Warwickshire:
Mrs. A. E. Brookes (51); J. T. Chapman (57); H. K. Cooke
(156f; Mrs. J. M. Davies (92); Mrs. E Dixon-Green (59);
C. H. Dodson (55); L. A. Douce (61); E. Foster (76); V. J.
Garrod (51); Mrs. W. E. D. Hall (140); W. E. D. Hall (139);
G. B. Hill (56); F. C. Keates (52); L. Levey (76); F. W.
Marston (66); P. Millar (64); I. R. Plummer (51); M. A.
Porter (125); A. V. Smith (54); P. G. Whitehouse (144).
Woreestershire:
G. R. Dawes (74).
Yorkshire:
Mrs. J. C. Bowler (50); D. N. Colley (59); J.D. Col~ey (86);
J. N. Colley (69); Mrs. R. F. Corwen (82); Mrs. E. Dtck (87);
R. Dorsey_(149); T. J. Eade (52); Major G. Fell {198); S: Fielding (119); Mrs. M. Frith (66); Mrs. J. B. Ful~on (55):
Dr. J. B. Fulton (50); S. Leviten (76); C. Mannmg (58):
E. Masser (76); E. C. Miln~s (198); Mrs. M. J. Moo~e (50~,
L. Morrell (52); E. Newman · (151); E. Pudsey (?4), R. ·
Roncoli -(54); D. Sellman·(59); J. H:·Taylor (208).

•,,
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DiarY Of Events
The British Bridge World will be glad to receive for inclusi.on in this diary a note
of principal events in Scotland, Ireland, and Wales- particularly Congress and
Camrose dates.
lOGO
Llandrindod
20-23
W.B.U.
CONGRESS
.•.
Oct.

Wells

22-23 CAMROSE TRIAL (provisional)
28-30 ST. DUNSTAN'S CONGRESS

Craiglands,
Ilkley

Nov.

Norbreck,
Blackpool
Oxford

4-6 N.W.C.B.A. CoNGRESS

19-20 CAMROSE MATCH V. SCOTLAND
19 YoUNG PLAYERS PAIRS COMPETITION
Metropole Building;- Northumberland Av., also North and
Midlands (Heathercroft B.C., Birmingham, 5)
Fleming's Hotel,
26-27 MASTERS INDIVIDUAL
London

Dec.

3-4 TOLLEMACHE CUP-

Bristol
Ken. Pal. Hotel
Welcombe,
Stratford-onAvon
Craiglands Hotel,
llkley

South-Western
South-Eastern
Midlands
North

31 ENTRIES FOR WHITELAW, FIELD AND RESTRICTED PAIRS CLOSE

1961
Jan.

6-8 MIDLAND COUNTIES CONGRESS
14-15 TOLLEMACHE CUP FINAL
20-22 WHITELAW CUP

Droitwich
South-East
Grand,
Eastbourne
AWay
Town Hall,
Croydon

21-22 CAMROSE v. NORTHERN IRELAND
27-29 CROYDON CONGRESS .. .
Feb.

11-12 MASTER PAIRS

Fleming's Hotel,
London
Grand, Leicester
Bristol
Nat. Lib. Club,
London

REsTRICTED PAIRS
18-19 CAMROSE V. WALES
25-26 THE FIELD
March

3-6 E.B.U. SPRING CONGRESS

Old Swan,
Harrogate
_

Sept. 24-0ct. 5 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHrP
· (Ample provision for spe~t~tors) · ·

Torre Abbey
Mansions, Torquay

Full particulars from:
Secretary-Mrs. A. L. FLEMING
12 Frant Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent •
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